Prana Energy
There is a power that lies under the surface, one that we can’t see but still experience in every
moment. One that is just as real as the chair you are sitting on, the laptop I am typing on. This is
our subtle body energy, the undercurrent to all living things, the vibrational energy that exists
all around us.
There are many systems devoted to mapping, manipulating and playing with our subtle body
energy and Yoga is just one of them. To the Yogi’s, prana is considered the conductor of this
energy, prana is our life force, prana is breath. Without it there is nothing, no life. Prana is
carried through the body through the energy channels we call Nadi’s.
There are 72,000 nadis that move throughout our entire body running in similar patterns to our
nervous system. The sushumna nadi is the central nadi and runs up and down the spine, similar
to our central nervous system (brain and spinal column) and connecting each of our seven
chakras. We also have 2 other main nadis, the ida and pingala. These reflect both Yin (ida) and
Yang (pingala) tendencies of feminine-masculine, shakti-shiva, cold-heat, moon-sun and
calming-energetic. These two nadis start in the base of our spine or Root Chakra and
interweave through each chakra to our nose. The ida nadi exists the left nostril, while the
pingala nadi exits the right nostril.
Pranayama, or breath-based practices are one of the fastest ways we can shift energy in our
body. From a natural or self-governing perspective, and without the use of outside interference
(such as caffeine or alcohol) nothing else hits us faster. The best news, it’s always available and
it’s completely free. Our ability to manipulate our breath is the only actual control we have over
our autonomic nervous system which regulates our sympathetic nervous system – fight or flight
and our parasympathetic nervous system – rest and digest.
Specifically, we look at pranayama practices that both elevate and soften our energy and
through this our journey through prana energy takes place. While we will use a variety of
different techniques, included in these notes are the most common and most accessible.
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Breath of Fire/Kapalabhati
Breath of Fire involves the pumping of
the diaphragm similar to the bellow we
use on a fire place. On our exhale we
contract the muscles of the abdominals,
forcing the diaphragm in and up, pushing
air out. Because of this pressure and
concentration on the exhale the inhale
will come in automatically as we relax
the belly. It is helpful to place our hand
on our upper abdomen for a tactile
reference. This practice shifts prana in
the body and can be very energy while
clearing our minds. Practice for a
minimum of 3 minutes at the beginning of your meditation practice or at the beginning or a
middle of an active asana practice.

Ujjayi Breath
Also known as whisper or victory breath.
We can practice this breath with 3-part
breath, breath retention and alternate
nostril breath. Imagine you are closing off
a bit in the back of the throat, allow this
to create an audible sound to your breath
similar to breathing steam against glass.
Then emulate this sound on both the
inhale and the exhale. Ujjayi breath tones
the vagus nerve which eases tension and
welcomes a sense of safety. Practice this
breath anytime, anywhere and in any class
style.
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Alternate Nostril Breathing

Sitting comfortably with a straight spine,
take a few centering breaths to start
(deep inhales and slow exhales) Using
your right thumb and right ring finger,
cover your right nostril while taking a
deep breath in through your left nostril
and then closing your left nostril to
exhale from your right. Inhaling through
your right nostril and then closing your
right nostril to exhale from your left, this
completes one cycle. Repeat the cycle 68 times and notice how feel. Alternate
nostril breathing helps to balance out
our energy and to release pent up
nervous energy as well.

_______________________________________
Yoga Energy Body, is a 5-day training course that explores the concepts from this workshop in
more depth. The next training runs January 14-15 and 27-29, 2023 in Toronto.
Lisa Greenbaum Yoga + Wellness, 200-hour Yoga Teacher Training program starts September
24, 2022. It’s a 5-module series that includes: Yoga Foundations, Yoga in Practice, Yoga Energy
Body, Yoga for Wellness and Yoga Teaching Skills. Register with your deposit of $450. before
August 24th and save 10% off your trainings, plus receive a gift bag valued at $80.
lisagreenbaum.com
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